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( 1 
ical matters? · 

As our soci of Norwegian actuarial students completes 

first half hundred years it feels natural to review and celebrate 

our past. However, we must also look ahead and quest what our 

future \.vill be" 'I'o to give an answer, we should all agree on 

some basics: What is an actuary, and what does he study? 

A marked trend in modern economic life is the growing 

sional specialization that accompanies scientific and technical 

progress. Gradually the universal scholar of the class s has been 

replaced by teams of highly skilled specialists. Clear the 

actuary cannot survive as an academic jack-of-all-trades insu-

ranee, c with specialists in accounting, law, economics of the 

firm, public "' r:inance, automatic data-process and so on, and at 

the same time be an expert in calculation of premiums and funds, 

He can hold his own only by develop the characteristics of s 

profession, which is mathematical risk theory (in a broad sense), 

and applying it in practical insurance. 

But then do we have a future as actuaries? Aren't and 

practice after all separate matters'? In recent time the di 

of theory and practice has been referred to on repeated occasions 

in insurance circuits, in fact by actuaries, what is alarming0 

(1) Based on an address delivered on occasion of the 50th 
anniversary of the Actuarial Students' Society in Oslo, 
12th of March 1982. 
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If they were right, risk theory would be little more than a s lish 

jargon. It would play the same :i:ole for us as Hippocrates and 

Latin for the medical doctors, useful ma.in as a justi C~'C-1.t of 

our academic title (and, not to ~. a permit to the boards of 

directors and splendid receptional dinners). 

Questions of vital e are~ 

( i) Can risk theory do more than paraphrase in formal terms 

(ii) 

results that are obvious to practical people in possession of 

sound intuition? 

Can it give deep, non-trivial ins 

risk business? 

into the nature of the 

And even if it can, looking at the simple models and the complex 

real world, one may still ask: 

(iii) Can it be developed into practical instruments? 

My own opinion is that the answer to all these questions is 

affirmative. For what is theory? 

Theory combines practical experience and a priori insight, 

presents this knowledge in an organized and condensed form, 

and derives from it general methods for solution of special 

problems. 

Rational behaviour implies theoretical work. We must restore our 

faith in the practical relevance of risk theory, which is the 

raison d'etre of the actuarial profession. 

A suitable first reference, which marks the bounds of the 

scope of risk theory, is the short story "A fatalist" by the great 

Russian author Lermontov (1841 ). Here we meet Lieutenant Vulich 

who wants to demonstrate the predestination of fate. He seizes a 

colleague's gun ~ they are at the front and it is impossible to 
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know whether the gun is loaded or not - aims at his forehead and 

pulls the trigger~ Nothing happens. Then he aims at the wall and 

pulls the trigger anew: The shot and the bullet blows a 

hole in tl1·2 pal All who have witnessed the event get convinced 

that destiny has chosen another day for Vulich"s last hour, and 

that this p:redest cannot be changed by human vihims or other 

accidental circumstances. 

If this conclusion were correct, there would be no need for 

risk theory~ there is no room for probabilistic statements in a 

deterministic world. From the Russians we have, however, also a 

game, Russian roulette, in which probability considerations 

obvious make sense. The ingredients of this game are an empty 

sixshooter, a sharp ball-cartridge, and two rivals (not necessarily 

so sharp and not necessarily Russians both of them, see Figure 1 ). 

The revolver is charged with the one cartridge, the barrel rotated 

vigorously and the game starts. The gamblers alternate pointing the 

gun at their heads and pulling the trigger, without rotating the 

barrel ane="w'. The one who shoots himself through the head ha.s lost 

the game, 

In Vulich's case it was impossible to assess in an objective 

way the probability that he would be killed. In Russian roulette; 

however, we can easily agree on ground of the synunetry in the 

si tua.tion that both gamblers have the same chance 50% of being 

shot. This game appears also in another version, attributed to the 

Mexicans, by which the participants are seated on powder-barrels as 

in Figure 2. This is one of the rare situations in which a slow 

ignition is a good thing; the fuses are lighted simultaneously by 

a referee, and the one whose barrel blows up first loses. The 

barrels are assigned by coin-tossing, and again it is a priori 

clear that each gambler has an equal chance of losing. 



In principle - that is in the ~ this <Jame is pl 

only once, In practice, ·however, seals: a:ce made 

to play it repeatedly, (And here, 

where theory and practice seem to disag1:ee, In this case, interest~ 

ing ly enough, it is the theory that is sound wherec.s is 

insane. ) Let us now, st fo:c the sake of illustration, allow for 

the absurd and imagine that the game can be r Then 

tells us that the game is fai in the sense that the two gamblers 

will be destroyed equally often in the run., In formal terms, 

if s 
n 

is the number of times the first gambler (say) is blown up 

in n rounds, vle have that 

s 
1 1 P{lim n 

1 = 21 - . 
n n , ..... oo 

Thus on theoretical grounds the rivals can rejoice at having 

achieved the constantly requested strategic balance, 

Perhaps this result is judged as intuitively obvious. But that 

may be due to a shift in observational outlook caused by the devel~ 

opment of the theory itself. The result was not at all obvious, 

neither to mathematicians nor to laymen, until its theoretical 

foundation was laid by the great Russian mathematician Kolmogorov 

(1933). Only afterwards has it gradually become commonplace. 

The theory also says something about how quickly balance will 

be reached in actual repetitions. The very useful Central limit 

theorem, proved in its general form by Khinchin yet another of 

those Russians, see Feller 1966), implies that for n not too 

small 

where ~ is the cumulative standard normal distribution function. 

From this we obtain almost without any computations that in 100 
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Figure 1 Russian roulette. 

0.5 

Figure 2 Russian roulette, modern version. 





rounds a gambler can be about 95% sure of los between 40 and 60 

times, So if he blown up 55 out of 100 times, he should 

consider that as a quite normal result of th•2 game he has 

to play, On the other hand, if he 

he would be in his right to be di eased and to que 

ness of the gamee The choice of the 1 40 and 60 in 100 rounds 

is not trivial, and without knowl of this cal result 

the gambler might make a fuss even after having been de 

times as compared to 49 for l1is adversary, 

51 

Theory des even more s results" The Arcsine 

)..aw (see Feller, 1 966) tells us that most likely one of the two 

gamblers will have a lead over the other through a majority of 

repeated trials, In fact, the least probable event is that they 

are in the lead equally long. This is one example of a theoretical 

result that on the face of it seems to contradict sound practical 

intuition, but represents deep insight into the nature of the 

phenornenao Furthermore, the practical consequences are significant, 

namely that 1He should not give much heed to a gambler who claims 

that there is a permanent strategic bias i.n favour of the rival: 

that is a typical result of pure chance and need not be intended. 

At this point in our development we are already in a position 

to answer affirmatively to questions (i) and (ii) above. Now, 

Russian roulette is a simple game which can be analyzed by elemen

tary mathematical tools. To test the potential of risk theory, we 

should address ourselves also to more problems. We do this 

with question (iii) above in mind, Thus let us consider the uncon~ 

tested queen arnongst games of chance, the roulette, Figure 3 shows 

the design of a roulette wheel. ·rhe wheel is spun and a tiny ball 

is thrown round the inside rim until it finally settles in one of 

the 37 equally large sectoral positions. The players place their 



bets on any single or combination of positions while the ball is. 

still in orbit, For example, a er may bet on a s le number, 

the first four numbers, all l:d_ack numbers, etc, A player who has 

placed an amount of on !TI pCJS iCHl.S \r\Tir1s 36/rn if the ball 

lands in one of his m numbers, otherwise he loses. Thus his net 

gain in one round is 

a with lity 
m 

p = 37 
x 

Figure 4 exhibits the cumulative distribution function 

F(x) = P {x<x} 

for some different values of m. 

m 
- 37 

If one is prepared to examine the game by means of such 

theoretical concepts, one can make statements about its chance 

aspects, some of which are quite obvious, some not so obvious, 

and some entirely out of range of direct reasoning. 

To begin, we can calculate the expected value 

E(X) 
37 

{ ·1 ) \ ~ 

which shows that "on the average" the game is favourable to the 

bank. The player has an expected loss, which is independent of the 

number of positions, m. 

But averages do not tell the whole story. An essential aspect 

is the uncertainty in the outcomes which makes the casino a risky 

business. The casino boss (managing director?) could try to use 

his experience and intuition to assess this risk and bring it under 

control. It would, however, be more practical to employ risk 

theory, which comprises the insight that we already have in the 

notion of risk. 



Figure 3 The roulette wheel (hatching represents red). 
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Figure 4 The distribution function ( 1 ) for some different m. 

Q I~ /soo( 4W 
Figure 5 Figure 6 

A player who cannot bear losing. Risk theoretic advice. 





A simple measure of the amount of risk 

deviation, 

SD(X) 36,37 ~, 1 ~ 
37 m 

It is a decreasing function of m, wt. c:h i:::J :>~e,ciscna.ble, 

The standard deviation is related to the outcome of one 

single round. A more refined li 

accumulated sum of net gains of the s :ceaches a level, 

u. Interpreting u as the initial fortune of the bank, actuaries 

speak of the '"probabil of ruin",, It seems to be in fashion to 

assert that this concept the comrnunication between risk 

theoreticians and prac s; ntanag directors sl e the 

word ruin; ruin in the above sense " (lo es :rJecessari imply 

bankruptcy in practice; etc. etc. P.~ real ical mind will, of 

course, see through th and take the ility of ruin for what 

it is; a workable criterion for assessing the stability of a risk 

business. It provides an estimate of the financial capacity that 

is required to run a given business safely. In particular the 

event of ruin may refer to the end of a certain account period. 

Then the ruin probability regarded as a function of u simply 

determines the probability distribution of the net result in the 

period, which is quite useful in practice! It may also refer to 

the entire period, not only the result at the end, and the length 

of the period may be short or long or even infinite. 

Let us no-w determine what this r theoretic device can tell 

the casino manager. Assume initial that there is only one player 

with an infinite capital who places the same bet in each round, a 

unit amount on m positions. (Those who at this stage chuckle, 

"'I'otal ly unrealistic", are, of course, right. As in most complex 

studies one begins with a very simple, and most likely unrealistic, 

model. When this is fully understood, complexity may be added 



until the final model approaches reali .. ) Denote X. the net 
l 

gain of the one p ·1_'_ -_,l -'-Lhe l0 -~ -'-Lh :~ound - 'T'h .-•.·1~ y x· 
-' • _!_ • L. C0 ' "'l '"' • e o 

£, 
are 

independently and identical • 0 -, 

J_.,l,,r'J_.., t ., \ 
\ j } 

Introduce also the accumulated net gain of the ayer in the n 

first rounds, 

n 
s = ~ X. 

n l""'] 
l 

( 2 

'The probability of eventual ruin of the bank by initial fortune u 

is 

CD 

4' ( u) P{ U '-:; ) u}. 
n=1 n 

Consider first a player 1r1ho cannot bear losing and, therefore, 

almost safeguards by placing his bet on m = 36 positions, e.g. 

the black and the red as in Figure 5. This is a quite safe busi-

ness for the bank. And a most unfavourable game on the part of the 

player; in 36 out of 37 cases his net gain is 0 and in the last 

case he loses his stake. Now the player may have counsellors with 

some background in theory who can explain this (Figure 6) . Suppose 

he is persuaded to change his strategy and instead places the whole 

amount on the blacks, leaving nothing to the Reds! Then m = i8, 

which is far more in accordance with the idea of the game; the 

player still has an expected loss of 1/37 in each single round, 

but in return he now has a gambling chance of winning. And the 

bank, consequently runs a risk of losing. Haw large should u be 

to make q;(u) less than 1 %? 'rhose who rely on their instincts can 

write their guess here for later reference (take this opportunity 

to have your results appear in a research report): 

Now to theory. 

( 4) 

First note that when m = 18 the X. can assume 
l 

only the values -l and +1 . Figure 7 shows a typical sequence 



of partial sums S (this 
n 

bank). It realized that los 

to losing a unit 

. u 
q;(u) = cf> 1) 

unfavourable to the 

the fortune u is equivalent 

5 

Also, by conditioning on the value::: o~ x 1 , ·w,z ol:!tain the qenera 

6 

with p and a defined as :t.n ( 1 ) ~ 

Known initial conditions are 

q;(u) ::.:: 1 ( 7) 

Upon inserting m = 18, which (jives p = 18/37 and a = 1 and ( 5) 

into (6) and cancelling q; ( 1 we a quadratic equation 

in q; ( 1 ) which has roots 18/19 and 1, Since <j;(u) must tend 

to 0 as u increases, only the first root is admissible, so that 

q; ( u) 

We calculate CL~58, q.,(50 = 0.07, and in par-

ticular q;(84) = 0.01. Thus, an tial reserve of u = 84, 

the bank has an acceptable small risk 1%) of running short of 

financial reserves. Compare with your guess in (4)1 

Now a person who places his bet on m = 8 positions is not 

really playing high. Dostoyevsky (1866) says: 

"In my opinion the game roulette was invented especial for 

the Russians. , . They are tempted by hazardous games, but 

they play carelessly ... " 

and are likely to place their entii.-e stake on one single number as 

in Figure 8. It is felt that this fellow represents a real threat 

against the security (of the bank), he has a small probability of 

winning in a single round, but when he wins the consequences are 



seriouso Ho;.v large a r does he repre ent, e.g. as compared to 

the one who plays ctt 18 numbers'? That '"'le can assess calculat 

the probabili of ruin and icular- f the u-value 

corresponding to 1%. 

u = (8) 

When m = 1 the cumulative net of the ayer may evolve 

as shown in Figure 9. The difference ion ( 6) is nov,,i of order 

37. It can be shm-m that (y( which with 

the side conditions (7) is sufficient to calculate all ~(u)-values 

recursively using relation (6 !J,,_ computer-program carried out 

this procedure, and it turned out that ~( 900) • 1%. Compare with 

your guess in (8)1 

The same procedure was used to calculate ~(u) also for other 

values of m. In Figure 10 the graph of q,,( u) is depicted for 

those m for which the dist:xibution of X is sho\>m in Figure 4. 

So far we have dealt with the s lest type of playing 

strategies, but even for these the calculation of ruin probabil~ 

ities is cumbersome. Before turn to more complex strategies 

is worthwile looking for simple met.hods for the possibly approxi

mate) calculation of ruin probabilities. 

A.s early as in 1903 the famous Russian probabilist Markov made 

a thorough study of the equation (6) and established close lower 

and upper bounds to the solution ~ (see Seal, 1966), A very 

handy general result is that 

function of the exponential form. 

Q; ( u) 
-Ru ,;;; e 

can be approximated by a 

In fact we have 

( 9) 

where R is determined as follows (for a simple proof, see van 

Bahr, 197 4) . 
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Figure 7 The random walk of the cumulative net gain when 
m = 18 .. Large dots indicate first passages of levels 1,2, •. 

Figure 8 A real gambler. 
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Figure 9 The random walk of the cumulative net gain when m=l. 
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Figure 10 The probability of ruin if; ( u ) ( unbroken line ) 
and its approximation e -Ru ( dotted ) for some different m. 





The moment-generat £:unction of 

rx_ f e dF x) 1 0) 

has a graph as shov-rn etrict 

with x{O) = 1 and x' ( 0 remembe.t that x' ( 0) = EX "°' --
7 

Hence there exists a ue R > 0 ch 

x(R) - ( 1 1 ) 

and this is the R occurr in ) . 
The quality of the approximation q.,(u 

-Ru = e is illustrated 

in Figure 10 where the 

cj;( u) . No comment is needed. 

1de turn now to the 

of 
,-Ru 

e 

of more 

Let the pair (b,m) represent the s 

placing the same asi1ount b on m pas 

can be compared to of 

ex playing strateg s. 

that consists in a 

and let cj;(ulb,m), 

x ( r I b, m) , and R { b, m) denote the corresponding ruin probabil 

moment generating funct , and solution of (11 ), respective 

The above results for h = 1 are readi 

by a simple change of scale (or 

for all u that are multiples of b 

and, since x(r jb,m) = x(brl 1 ,m), 

R(b,m) 

In practice there 1.. "" CJ' 

can we do if there are H 

of course, 

another with fixed strategies 

carried over to general b 

unit) . In fact, we have 

more than one player. t 

independent of one 

h = 1, ... ,H}? If 

each player h picks his mh positions in a purely random manner 

in each round, the individual net ga are mutually independent. 



Then the total net gain in one round, vlhich :ts the sum of the 

individual net gains has a moment ing function given by 

H 
x(rle) = n x(rl 

h=1 

By numerical methods we can determine the pos:;_ ti ve root 8 

of the equation x(r I 8) == l, 1:ihict1 

to the probabil of eventual ruin, 

analysis of (12) yields the inequalities 

min 
h 

< R( 8) ~ rna~c R( 
h 

~R( 8 u e -

for\;r;ard 

Thus tf;( u) may be approximated from above and below ruin 

probabilities associated wit11 simple strategies of the 

examined above" (This, the way demonstrates the usefulness 

of studying special "unrealistic" cases.,) 

It can still be argued that our model assumptions are not 

completely realistic since each player may change his strategy, and 

the number and mix of players may val":Ji' from one evening to another. 

Moreover, only the total net ga observed for each round, 

whereas it is impossible to observe ·the ur,derlying strateg of 

the individual players. To take some of these points into account 

we can introduce for the i-th evening, i = 1 '2' . , " a "risk para-

meter" e. 
l 

representing the risk of the casino on that evening. 

It is a complex quantity comprising all risk characteristics such 

as the number of players, their wealth, s of playing, and so 

on. Such risk characteristics may change from one evening to 

another, and the e. 's are, therefore, conceived as independent 
l 

and identically distributed random elements, Let X .. be the total 
l] 

net gain of the players in round j on evening i, j = 1, ... ,J; 

i=1,2, ... Although the individual players may vary their bets 

(b,m) from one round to another, it is not unreasonable to assume 



that the °'resultant'" str<:,t8g'.J of the lie:n le a.s a whole re:mains 

roughly constant the even 

this can be made precise as 

gains ar,~:.~ Cf)fl(1ition{.~1 

dis tr 

In mathematical terms 

th<:tt for fixed e, the net 
l 

and ti call 

ca.siil() un.der tl1ese Y"a"t"h~::J:: 

weak assumptions? Let find an to 

probability of ruin th.s course of the ,J rounds on ·3Vening i, 

This is not than the~ li of eventual ruin in the 

course of infinite many the same clientele which is 

e 
~R(G.)u 

1. 
{1 3) 

The value of the expression (13 cannot be set up im.mediate 

since the probabil ty st1~ibution of the R( e. ) 's is unknown o . 1. 

further complication is that this stribution cannot be estimated 

directly since the ( E.l. ) 's are not observable. Nonetheless we can 
l 

try to estimate the expression in (13) from the observations x j' 

j :::;: 1,,, ~ ,J, i = 1,,", ,I, We sketch below· one possible urec 

The empirical ana of the conditional rnomentgeneratin9 

function xCrje.) 
]_ 

1 
x.(r) = 

1 J 

is 

\'J 
/,j=1 e 

j 

A "natural" estimator of R(Gi) the st solution R. of 
1. 

the equation the law of large numbers we have 

(almost surely) and 

( 1 4) 

as J ~ oo (the stakes are bounded since all private estates are) 

Using first the law of large numbers, then Jensen's inequality 

( Eg ( X) > g (EX) for convex g), and final ( 1 4) , we obta 



as I and ,J 

~R,u 
l 

-+ E e 

) E e 

-R 
J. 

£: ( R I 0. 
' ]. 

·-R Cj ) 

_,. E e 

tend to w .. On cornbi 

s) 

1 

that for I and J not too small the Left ha.nd side expression in 

( 1 5) is a conservative ("!stimate of the ili of rt1J_r1 c, 

The above models for roulette and es es of risk are not 

exhaustiveo We could continue to ref cmr models and methods to 

take into account more complex or less specified strategies, but ·we 

shall not pursue th Our purpose was not to provide a 

complete theory, but rath.er to an indi.ca.tion of the applica~ 

bility of risk theory. Instead we cormnent brief on certain 

practical implications. 'I'he motive for defining and calculating 

measures of riskiness such as the probabili of ruin is the need 

for a means of ng and choos between different risks, 

that is, controlling the risk businesso Our discussions 

suggest b and u as the s instruments on the hand of the 

casino manager. In fact, upper l to the stakes are usual 

defined in roulette, and the need for cash :Ls certainly current 

valued. The following result 

of how the risk could be further 

a wider set of res 

Let F 
1 

and F 
2 

ct:. 

be di 

Ohl in ( 1 969) ves an i 

reduced. casino could 

of tl1e p rs .. 

functions th equal mean 

values and assume that there exists an such that 

e 



F i x ) .. , F x ) for x <~ 

l 
\ "' 2 

F ( x) .;; F ( x \ " ::--' 1 2 ' 
} 

J'g ( x id4' ,-, £1 } 7 

g is st~ ict. convex and (1 7) 

is str 

An example can be ed al from 4, from \vhich we 

readily see that (16) is satisfied with * F 2 
if F~ 

J 
at1d 

correspond to stra 

with Puttiw~ 

(b,m } and 

:ex 
- e 

x(rjb,m 2 ) for all r * O 

(b,m,~) 
L.'. 

in (] 7) , we conclude that 

a 9lance at F 

1 1 ' is realized that b, < R b, ) , hence lb rn ) 
\ ] is a more 

dangerous strategy than (b, as measured the approximatipn 

(9) to the probabili of ruin, Thus a lower limit to the number 

of positions m represents a al risk preventing measure. 

In principle the problem of measuring and controll risk 

is much the saffte fo.c an insurance company as it for a roulette 

casino. To see the parallelisrn clear , turn to Figure 12 "'ihich 

depicts the risk process of an fol The Y. 's are 
l 

the individual claim amounts recorded in chronological order and 

the V. 's are the interoccurrence 
l 

s, i = 1,2, •.• 

are earned at a (positive) rate of B per time unit. Suppose an 

initial cash reserve u is set aside at time t = 0 to 

possible extreme losses on the business. Clearly the probabil 

that the accumulated net losses 11 ever exceed the initial 

reserve is given by ( 2) a.nd ( 3) 

Y. - BV, 
l l 

i:::::: 1,2, 





work of Gu us 11\loLE who carr 1. 

conjectured that. (y 

and Luciano 1'101 gave a formal 

Ingram tc~ 

valuable corruTJ.ents upon first draft. 
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